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Singapore Performing Arts Festival 2019 – DRAMA & MUSIC
Associate Member of The British and International Federation of Festivals for Music, Dance
and Speech of which Her Majesty the Queen is Patron

Our Mission
S.P.A.F. aims to inspire, so all performers leave with a sense of achievement! Its purpose
is to open up the world of performing arts to students, encouraging them to develop a
range of communication and interpersonal skills through an interactive environment.

About SPAF
The Annual Singapore Performing Arts Festival (S.P.A.F.) – MUSIC & DRAMA are two
separate festivals held between July and September every year, attracting over 1,200
participants annually.
S.P.A.F. Gala Concert is a celebration showcasing talented performers from both Music
and Drama categories. This concert provides a very encouraging platform to support our
young performers as they step into the world of performance, building not only confidence
but also valuable life skills.
S.P.A.F. is proud to be an Associate Member of The British and International Federation
of Festivals for Music, Dance and Speech of which Her Majesty the Queen is Patron
There are around 300 festivals affiliated to the Federation. Globally, Federation
festivals attracted over ONE million performers reaching an audience of around
FIVE million annually.
Visit BIFF official website at http://www.federationoffestivals.org.uk/
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PROGRAM
KEON LAU

Chopin de Ghibli - Ponyo on the Cliff by the Sea,
by Joe Hisaishi / Chopin F

CHAN YAN XIN

The Perfect Cup of Cocoa

CHEN JUN JIE

Poor Mouse by Vera Mohrs

UDITA ROY CHOUDHURY

The Little Locomotive by Musikverlag Holzschuh, Manching

ALISON KUO KIT YING

The Foolish Disciples - A Great Moral Story by Appu Series

CHEN XUAN HAO CANDEN

The Reef (No. 5 from In Southern Seas) by Walter Carroll

MRIDUSHAA NAIR MURALIDHARAN

The Consequences of being Selfish

SUN CHEN YUAN

Traum

QUINN NG TING HWEE

Waltz in A Minor by Frederic Chopin

SIMON NIVY

Gavotte I&II (Cello Suite NO.6, BWV1012)

HAVIINASH GOPINATH

Why Physical Fitness is Important

ASHLEY NG RUI EN

Etude Op. 10 NO. 9 in F minor by Frederic Chopin

COLIN CHOW JIE KAI

Nocturne Op.9 No.1, Frederic Chopin

HANNAH LOUISA TARA FERNANDEZ

Totally Like Whatever, You Know - Taylor Mali
Introduction to Poetry - Billy Collins

LUCAS CHANG DIEP
WUN SHI EN GRACE

Country Gardens by Percy Aldridge Grainger (Piano Duet)

Intermission
NAFA School of Young Talents - Group Test of Honesty
ONG YI LECIA

Violin Concerto No 3, B minor, Op 61 (3rd mov.t) by Saint-Saens

CHAN EE KIAT, EMMANUEL

Moderato Grazioso: No. 7 from Buds and Blossoms, Op. 107
by Cornelius Gurlitt

CHUA SHI YUN

Rosemary’s Waltz by Richard Rodney Bennett

WONG YAN YUN KELSEY

The Lark by Balakirev

SEE YUETING TAMMY

Suite De Danzas Criollas by Ginastera

NAMITHRA PUVI ARASU

The Crocodile's Eggs

OH HUI XIAN

Napoli Suite Movement III: Caprice Italien by Francis Poulenc

WONG YAN YUN KELSEY
ASHLEY NG RUI EN

Slavonic Dance, Op. 72, No. 2 in E minor by Antonin Dvořák
(Piano Duet)

LIM BING SHENG LESLIE

Scherzo (Cello) by Carl Webster

Beautiful Mind Music Academy Choir

The Happy Wanderer by Friedrich-Wilhelm Moller
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Meet the performers
Keon Lau
Keon Lau is a young 8 year-old Singaporean boy who loves
performing on the piano. He enjoys playing a wide genre of
music and has a preference for the lyrical and darker pieces.
Keon received the Gold award for two consecutive years at the
6th and 7th Asia Arts Festival held in Singapore.
In 2018, Keon received a Gold award performing Novelette by
Kabalevsky in the Grade 5 ABRSM category, at the Singapore
Asia Youth Piano Competition where he was shortlisted for the
semi-finals of the Japan PIARA Piano Competition. He
proceeded to the finals held in Hamamatsu, Japan, in July 2019.
Keon was invited to perform at the Singapore Performing Arts Festival Gala Concert (Gold Star
Award) and the Ars Nova Fest 2019 Gala Concert (Gold Award) in 2019.

Chan Yan Xin
I am an 8 year-old girl. I am interested in many fields e.g. rock
climbing, ice skating, snorkelling, music, playing electric guitar,
and I love reading. I also take part in "24 Festival Drums".
I started learning speech and drama when I was 3. I have been
with it ever since I attended my first class. I love it so much
and it was the start of my journey of imagination.
I want to be an artist or Art & Craft teacher in future.
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Chen Jun Jie
It has been a year since Jun Jie performed at the SPAF GALA
Concert in 2018. While playing and reading activities continue to
take the centre stage of his youthful life, he has progressed in this
wonderful journey of music as well.
Jun Jie has completed his Grade 3 Violin exam in May and will be
focusing on his Grade 3 Piano exam at the end of this year.
He has been looking forward to this year’s SPAF and is very
excited that he can perform again at this year’s GALA Concert.
Hope you will enjoy the music.

Udita Roy Choudhury
Udita Roy Choudhury is a 11 year old primary 6 student of
Global Indian International School, East Coast. Currently she
is completing grade 2 in piano from Kawai Music School. Out
of her numerous interests, music holds a special place.
Creativity is Udita's strong point, be it through art, music,
poetry or storytelling. She loves listening to music, playing
basketball and taking part in athletics.
Moreover, she is an avid reader as well She is a cheerful and
bubbly little girl, full of curiosity and the desire to learn new
skills. Udita actively participates in different activities and
competitions, both, in the field of academics as well as in
extracurricular. She is indeed honoured to be a part of this prestigious event which will
immensely enrich her musical journey.
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Alison Kuo Kit Ying
I'm Alison. I am 11 and I love to talk! I first went up on stage at
5, and that’s where I love to be. I love performing, making music,
acting, dancing and singing. I started taking a deeper interest in
public speaking and started learning more at J Carter Centre
about two years ago.
Since then I have been supported by many Teachers, including
Ms Jackeline. I first participated in SPAF in 2018, which helped
broaden my exposure to the joy of public speaking and to learn
to overcome stage fright. This year I decided to try storytelling,
and although I was afraid of messing up, this experience helped
me realise that to excel in storytelling, you have to love your story, love your audience and,
most importantly, to believe in yourself!

Chen Xuan Hao Canden
Canden Chen started playing the piano from a young
age of 5 and is has been under the nurturing tutorage
of award winning pianist Ms Eunice Teo.
Canden also enjoys the fine art of Chinese calligraphy
and has won numerous awards and competitions over
the years. He is currently studying in Tao Nan School
and is a young MENSA member. Canden welcomes a
good Rubik cube challenge anytime, loves cats and
finds joy in drawing humours comic books in his free
time.
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Mridhushaa Nair Muralidharan
Born In 2010, Mridhushaa Nair Muralidharan is the eldest of
her 2 siblings. She is currently schooling at SJKT Taman Tun
Aminah, Johor in primary 3. Her interest in public speaking
blossomed at the tender age of 5 while at Tulip Indah
Kindergarten.
Mridhushaa continued to actively participate in various
competitions organised not only by her school, but was also
chosen to represent her school in national and international
arenas. Amongst her achievements are, being awarded the
Gold Star at the recent SPAF 2019 (Singapore), Semi Grand
Award for the World Invention Innovation Contest (South
Korea) and Best Award for School Category at the Melaka International Intellectual Exposition
(Malaysia).
Mridhushaa hopes to continue participating in more competitions especially in public
speaking to further boost her self-confidence, critical thinking skills and at the same time
explore her talents and broaden her horizon.

Sun Chenyuen
Chenyuen is currently a Primary 5 student.
She opened her gate to music world when
she was three years old with Yamaha
Music Wonderland course.
She then further pursued Junior Course
and Piano Course, concurrently with
private coaching. With the professional
coaching from her current piano Teacher
Mr Charles Wu, she has greatly sharpened
her piano musicianship skills and has achieved new heights. She is very artistic and is
passionate in drawing and creative writing and enjoys reading a lot.
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Quinn Ng Ting Hwee
Quinn's love for piano started as young as 3 years old. Since
the age of 3, she had been constantly pestering her parents for
piano lesson. As parents, they were worried Quinn was too
young for it. Thus, only officially started piano class at the age
of 6. Her passion for piano bloomed ever since her first lesson.
Most recent, Quinn had participated in Kingsburg International
Competition and was selected from Singapore to compete in
China as one of the finalists and had obtained an honourable
mention. In additional, she had been invited to Yan Tai, China
to perform. Quinn has also been actively performing at
esplanade during the young musician festivals and in her
school during festive seasons. Till date, Quinn have been
achieving distinction for all her piano examination.

Simon Nivy
Simon immediately fell in love with playing classical guitar since
he started learning at Suzuki Guitar School in Singapore, when
he was 4 years old.
Simon is now 9 years old. He speaks English and Japanese but
music became his first language.
Last year, he won the 1st prize for his age group at classical
guitar competition in Tokyo, Japan.
Later this month, Simon will be competing at the Melbourne
Guitar Festival in Australia which he is looking forward to.
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Haviinash Gopinath
A lover of stories and movies, Haviinash always had a
fresh and unique perspective in rendering his personal
stories and view points from a very tender age.
Passionate about expressing his thoughts stirred a keen
interest in public speaking. His first ever participation in
a public speaking competition earned him the title of
first- runner up of the Junior Category in the Malaysian
National Public Speaking Championship 2019. His Gold-Star
winning performance in the 2019 Singapore Performing
Arts Festival (SPAF) made impossible possible.
This chatty 9 year old loves bowling and playing basketball.
Travelling around the world is his ultimate dream. He
truly believes that whatever the mind can conceive and believe, it can achieve.

Ashley Ng Rui En
Ashley Ng Rui En, 12, aspires to be a concert pianist.
She is a multiple award winner in piano competitions
and has performed in numerous piano festivals held in
Poland, Hungary and Singapore. Ashley is under the
tutelage of Ms Christine Gan.
She is a First Prize winner and was invited to perform
in Rome, Italy (at Auditorium Parco della Musica and
Vienna (at Glaserner Saal, Musikverein).
She will be performing at Carnegie Hall New York for
the Winners Recital in Dec 2019, being awarded as a
First Place Winner of the American Protégé
International Music Talent Competition Spring 2019.
She enjoys performing in projects such as Piano
Marathon 2017 fundraising event organized by
Steinway Gallery Singapore, Bach in the Subway and gives back to the society by performing
at the Alexandra Hospital Singapore.
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Colin Chow Jie Kai
Colin Chow was born in 2002. He first began, and progressed
his musical journey under the tutelage of Ms Lynn Siow and
Dr Vicky Goon, and is presently studying under Mr Chong Poh
Kong.
The 2019 Singapore Performing Arts Festival is his first public
recital, and is a first step into a more serious musical study.
Evident from the repertoire presented, he enjoys the music
of Chopin, as well as that of Rachmaninoff and Tchaikovsky.
He would like to express his gratitude to his teachers for their
guidance over the years; and that he is honoured to have
been given the chance to perform here today.

Hannah Louisa Tara Fernandez
I'm Hannah Louisa Tara Fernandez. I am 14 years old, and a student
of SMK Infant Jesus Convent, Johor Bahru. I'm passionate about
drama, dancing, music, gymnastics, and robotics. I've been doing
drama at StageCraft for 7 years now and have enjoyed playing
different roles in our productions.
I was R2D2 (talk about robotics!) in the Malaysian premiere of
Brian Armstrong's Bard Wars last year, and before that as Kangchu
Wong's wife in an original production called Pepper Parade. I enjoy
drama and acting because it allows me to enter and experience
different worlds in different ways (probably also the reason why
I'm always daydreaming).
I relate to Betty Cooper of Riverdale — a do-gooder who's trying to find herself too!
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Wun Shi En Grace
Grace started her music journey at the age of 6. She
was under Ms Christine Gan tutelage at the age of 12.
During the years, she has several performance
experiences at Esplanade and Steinway Serenade,
Rising Star. She has also participated in several
competitions.
In year 2014, She has won Gold in Art Nova at Yamaha
Recital Studio 2014 and came in top 10 in the Gala
concert for Art Nova at Japanese Association. She has
also won silver in Asia Art Festival. In addition to that,
she was the top scorer in Grade 5 practical exam and
was invited to perform at the Victoria Concert hall.
In year 2017, she was awarded Gold in Asia Art
Festival, SPAF festival and 3rd prize in Great Composer
Competition.

Lucas Chang Diep
Lucas Diep age 10, wishes to be able to
play beautiful music and enjoy playing the
piano as a lifelong passion. Lucas began to
play the piano 3 years ago, under the
tutelage of Ms. Christine Gan Siew Hui. In
June 2019, Lucas was awarded four gold
awards at Ars Nova Fest 2019 Singapore.
Lucas was invited to perform at the Ars
Nova Gala Concert at the Esplanade
Recital Hall Singapore. In July 2019, Lucas
won five gold awards at Asia Arts Festival
2019 Singapore.
In August 2019, Lucas won a gold award, and a gold star award at Singapore Performing Arts
Festival. Lucas was additionally invited to perform at the Singapore Performing Arts Festival
Gala Concert. In November 2019, Lucas was chosen among the nationwide participants, to
perform at the ChildAid 2019 Concert.
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NAFA School of Young Talents Jr Drama - Group
(photo from left: Rae Toh, Mia Wang, Ashton Ho, Khushi Agrawal and Merra Mardolker)
We are a group of performers aged 13-14 from NAFA School of Young Talents Jr Drama. We
are strongly passionate about the Performing Arts, especially Theatre. Acting has taught us to
be adaptable and willing to step out of our comfort zones both on and off stage. We have
grown to appreciate every temporary yet magical moment on stage and it reminds us to
always be in the moment. This group consist of cat loving Khushi, astonishing Ashton, musical
Meera, mama Mia and last but not least our "Rae of sunshine". Thank you, Ms. Alecia for
guiding and sharing with us the joy of performing and theatre. As Augusto Boal said "We must
all do theatre, to find out who we are, and to discover who we could become.

Ong Yi Lecia
Lecia started Suzuki violin training at the age of 2, and was taught by
her grandmother and mother. She successfully completed Grade 8
at the age of 7, and ATCL (Recital) at the age of 10. In June this year,
she attained her LTCL (Recital) qualification.
Lecia has performed as a soloist at several Suzuki conferences, and
attended masterclasses by Dr Chen Lan Ku, Yasaki Nakamura, Mrs
Suzuki and Martin Ruttiman. She is currently under the tutelage of
Ms Karen Tan, and a member of the Singapore National Youth
Sinfonia.
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Chan Ee Kiat, Emmanuel
Emmanuel Chan 10, aspires to be a pianist with a wide
repertoire of music, bringing delight to others through his
music.
Emmanuel started learning the piano at the age of five and
had his first experience performing for an audience at six. He
has participated in the Singapore Performer’s Music Festival,
the Singapore Performing Arts Festival and in music
competitions in school. Emmanuel enjoys playing to the
elderly too. He has played at a nursing home, bringing much
joy and cheer to the residents there.
As he continues to improve on his performance and playing
techniques, he is also working to widen the range of music he plays. He hopes to be a pianist
for school and in church in time to come.

Chua Shi Yun
Chua Shi Yun is a secondary one student from
Anglican High School, Singapore. She recently
completed Grade 5 ABRSM theory and practical
examinations with Distinction.
Shi Yun has learned the piano since 2014. Under the
tutelage of Ms. Christine Octaviani at Mandeville
Conservatory of Music, she is now an active solo
performer and is versatile in her approach in music,
dealing with not only classical but also contemporary
music. Recently, Shi Yun participated in the
Mandeville Music Festival 2019 and was awarded
Gold, for her performance. As a result, she was
selected to perform at the concert held at the
Singapore Japanese Association. Shi Yun also recently
participated the Singapore Performing Arts Festival,
which was held in affiliation with The British and
International Federation of Festivals (BIFF) where she
was awarded Gold Star Award.
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Wong Yan Yun Kelsey
Kelsey Wong, aged 12, started learning the piano at the
age of 6. She has since achieved many awards. Her
aspiration is to help raise funds for the less fortunate
children through music. Below are some of her
achievements and involvements till date:
- 2 Gold & 2 Gold Stars –Singapore Performing Arts Festival,
August 2019
- Bronze – Singapore Riffles International Music Festival,
August 2019
- 4 Golds & 1 Silver –Asia Arts Festivals Singapore, August 2019
- 4 Gold – Ars Nova Festival, July 2019
- First Prize – Artist of the Year Great Composers Competition,
First Edition, Season 2016/17
- 3 Gold – Singapore Performing Arts Festival SPAF, August
2017

She will continue to contribute to the society through her
music under the guidance of her Music Teacher, Ms Christine Gan.

See Yueting Tammy
Tammy began her music journey at the tender
age of 4. Since then, her passion for music has
continuously grown stronger over the years.
Her achievements include prizes from 2019
Singapore Raffles International Competition,
6th Asia Arts Festival 2018 as well as the 7th
Asia Arts Festival 2019. Additionally, she was
also awarded the most sincere pianist in the
2018 Harmony Hour Performers Festival.
Playing the piano has brought a great deal of happiness to her and she desires to bring the
same happiness to others through her playing. She strongly believes that music should come
from the heart and that it can express emotions in ways words cannot.
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Namithra Puvi Arasu
Namithra Puvi Arasu was born on June 16 2008. She is a happy and
a cheerful kid. At the age of two we realised that she loves art. With
this gift, she painted many beautiful pictures. However, In the early
primary age, due to lack of confidence she was struggling to learn
languages and we provide her various opportunities for her to
learn.
She acknowledged her weaknesses and believed in herself to shift
her mindset. That’s when she explored herself into storytelling.
Along the journey, she gradually draws out the storyteller in her
and developed imagination skills, increased verbal proficiency,
learnt respect and appreciation for other cultures which could
promote a positive attitude to people.
Today, she is super confident that one day she will be a successful graphic designer.

Oh Hui Xian
Hui Xian is currently an undergraduate studying nursing
at the National University of Singapore (NUS).
Throughout her music journey, she has been
adventurous and has tried learning various instruments
for exposure during her schooling years, such as the
cornet, violin, Chinese base drum, and guzheng. To
further broaden her horizons, she has joined the NUS
Piano Ensemble, and has been learning much about
ensemble playing.
She hopes to continue developing herself as a pianist and
musician, and plans to pursue her licentiate diploma for
performance under the guidance of Mr Chong Poh Kong.
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Lim Bing Sheng Leslie
Leslie Lim Bing Sheng is a 16-year-old teenager
with Autism Spectrum Disorder. He got selected
by Beautiful Mind Music Academy, the music unit
of Beautiful Mind Charity (BMC), in February
2018 as one of the beneficiaries to receive free
cello lessons.
In April 2019, Leslie has his first solo cello
performance at BMC’s 2019 Beautiful Mind
Music Academy Concert.
“I came into contact music through toy musical instruments since I was 3 years old. I pick up
music by ear and I love to play the ukulele, electric guitar, guitar & cello.”, he said. Music is a
wonderful way to spread love and joy to people.

Beautiful Mind Music Academy (BMMA) Choir
(photo from left: Hariyanto Feroze Shaquille, Ponce David Nuowen, Gan Jayden Kai Xue,
Pow Kai Lee, Tan Zhi Lin and Abriel Jude Wong Shu Sheng)
Beautiful Mind Music Academy (BMMA) Choir started since 2016. It introduces children to a
choral setting in a way that allow them to explore their interest in music and singing. BMMA
Choir was formed by a group of children with Autism Spectrum Disorder and Visual
Impairment. They have performed at BMC’s 2016, 2017, 2018 & 2019 Beautiful Mind Music
Academy Concerts.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The management of Singapore Performing Arts Festival wish to express thanks to:

Mrs Mary Ann Tear
Ms Amina Jindani
Ms Roshini Ganesan
Ms Alecia Kim Chua
Ms Luise Horrocks
ROBERT Piano Company
KAWAI Music School
StageCraft
J CARTER CENTRE for Public Speaking
Beautiful Mind Charity
and to all performers, families and friends
and to everyone involved for their generous support and contributions for making this
year’s festival and concert a great success!
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